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Abstract. Monitoring upper-tropospheric–lower-

stratospheric (UTLS) secondary sulfate aerosols and

their chemical and microphysical properties from satellite

nadir observations is crucial to better understand their

formation and evolution processes and then to estimate

their impact on UTLS chemistry, and on regional and

global radiative balance. Here we present a study aimed at

the evaluation of the sensitivity of thermal infrared (TIR)

satellite nadir observations to the chemical composition and

the size distribution of idealised UTLS sulfate aerosol layers.

The extinction properties of sulfuric acid/water droplets,

for different sulfuric acid mixing ratios and temperatures,

are systematically analysed. The extinction coefficients are

derived by means of a Mie code, using refractive indices

taken from the GEISA (Gestion et Étude des Informations

Spectroscopiques Atmosphériques: Management and Study

of Spectroscopic Information) spectroscopic database and

log-normal size distributions with different effective radii

and number concentrations. IASI (Infrared Atmospheric

Sounding Interferometer) pseudo-observations are generated

using forward radiative transfer calculations performed with

the 4A (Automatized Atmospheric Absorption Atlas) radia-

tive transfer model, to estimate the impact of the extinction

of idealised aerosol layers, at typical UTLS conditions, on

the brightness temperature spectra observed by this satellite

instrument. We found a marked and typical spectral signa-

ture of these aerosol layers between 700 and 1200 cm−1,

due to the absorption bands of the sulfate and bisulfate ions

and the undissociated sulfuric acid, with the main absorption

peaks at 1170 and 905 cm−1. The dependence of the aerosol

spectral signature to the sulfuric acid mixing ratio, and

effective number concentration and radius, as well as the

role of interfering parameters like the ozone, sulfur dioxide,

carbon dioxide and ash absorption, and temperature and

water vapour profile uncertainties, are analysed and critically

discussed. The information content (degrees of freedom and

retrieval uncertainties) of synthetic satellite observations is

estimated for different instrumental configurations. High

spectral resolution (IASI-like pseudo-observations) and

broadband spectral features (Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Spinning Enhanced Visible

and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI)-like pseudo-observations)

approaches are proposed and discussed.

1 Introduction

Secondary sulfate aerosols are sulfate-containing aqueous

solution droplets, generally of submicron size, produced

from gas-to-particle conversion processes involving sulfur-

containing gaseous precursors (Hamill et al., 1997). They are

one of the predominant types of aerosols in the upper tro-

posphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS) (SPARC, 2006; Sheng

et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2015) and can have an important im-

pact on the atmospheric radiative transfer and climate (see

e.g. Robock and Oppenheimer, 2003), cirrus formation and

their optical properties (see e.g. Gettelman et al., 2012) and

chemistry in the UTLS (see e.g. von Glasow et al., 2009).

Monitoring their chemical composition, i.e. the mixing ra-

tio of sulfates in the aqueous solution, and their microphys-

ical properties, i.e. the size distribution parameters, is fun-

damental to better understand the processes of formation

and their impacts on UTLS chemistry and radiative transfer.

From a satellite perspective, limb-viewing and occultation
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UV/VIS/NIR (ultraviolet, visible, near-infrared) and TIR

(thermal infrared) instruments, e.g. the Stratospheric Aerosol

and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II and III (e.g. Thomason et al.,

1997; Bauman et al., 2003), the Improved Stratospheric and

Mesospheric Sounder (ISAMS) (e.g. Grainger et al., 1993;

Echle et al., 1998), the Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spec-

troscopy (ATMOS) (e.g. Eldering et al., 2004), the Opti-

cal Spectrograph and Infrared Imager System (OSIRIS) (e.g.

Bourassa et al., 2010) and Atmospheric Chemistry Exper-

iment (ACE)-Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) (e.g.

Doeringer et al., 2012) have been used to derive vertical pro-

files of UTLS sulfate aerosol absorption, especially during

strong volcanic eruptions. These observations have allowed

the identification of the perturbation of the UTLS aerosol

layer produced by stronger volcanic eruptions. The retrieval

of some parameters has also been attempted, like sulfate

mass or density (e.g. Yu and Rose, 2000; Echle et al., 1998),

effective radius (e.g. Lambert et al., 1997; Yu and Rose,

2000; Doeringer et al., 2012; Bauman et al., 2003) and sulfate

aerosol composition (e.g. Lambert et al., 1997; Echle et al.,

1998; Doeringer et al., 2012). Some of these works rely on

strong assumptions. For example, Yu and Rose (2000) and

Bauman et al. (2003) used a fixed sulfate mixing ratio and

temperature of the aerosol layer (and so a fixed refractive

index) and Echle et al. (1998) and Yu and Rose (2000) con-

sidered sulfate aerosols as purely absorbing.

In addition, limb and occultation observations are not well

adapted to monitor the processes of formation and evolution

of the aerosol population due to the low horizontal resolu-

tion and the scarce distribution of observations. Routine nadir

measurements are more adapted to monitor sulfate aerosols

properties from the regional to the global scale, to constrain

processes and to estimate the global impact of sulfate aerosol

production and evolution, due to their extended spatial cover-

age and higher spatial resolution. Nadir satellite observations

in the solar spectral range (UV/VIS/NIR) are insensitive to

the chemical composition of aerosols, while they can provide

partial information on their size distribution, via the fine-to-

coarse aerosol optical depth ratio (Kaufman et al., 2005; Re-

mer et al., 2005). Thermal infrared (TIR) observations are

sensitive to the chemical composition of the aerosols due to

the strong spectral variations of the imaginary part of the re-

fractive index in this band and, correspondingly, of the ab-

sorption, as a function of the composition (e.g. Clarisse et al.,

2013). Unfortunately, the exploitation of nadir TIR obser-

vations for sulfate aerosol layer monitoring consists today

only of a semi-quantitative detection (Clarisse et al., 2013),

as nadir observations are generally regarded as weakly sen-

sitive to the relatively small and diluted (in terms of their

number concentration) sulfate aerosol droplets. As a con-

sequence, despite their importance, satellite observation of

sulfate aerosols in the UTLS at the regional scale, and their

properties, is limited.

In this work, we present an analysis of the sensitivity of the

satellite nadir TIR observations to secondary sulfate aerosols

in the UTLS and their chemical and microphysical proper-

ties. The main target of this paper is to link the optical char-

acterisation of sulfate solutions, as available from the pub-

lished spectroscopic laboratory measurements of e.g. Bier-

mann et al. (2000), to the empiric observation of aerosol sig-

natures in favourable natural contexts, e.g. for the produc-

tion of volcanically enhanced sulfates in the UTLS. Indeed,

a peculiar aerosol signature (increasing absorption between

about 700 and 1300 cm−1) has been observed in the past in

those conditions, e.g. by Clarisse et al. (2013) for the erup-

tion of the Sarychev volcano, by Baran et al. (1993); Grainger

et al. (1993); Ackerman and Strabala (1994) for the eruption

of the Pinatubo volcano and by Karagulian et al. (2010) for

the eruption of the Kasatochi volcano. These signatures have

been attributed to the secondary sulfate aerosols formed in

the volcanic plume, without linking them to the specific spec-

troscopic features of the different sulfur-containing species

(e.g. undissociated sulfuric acid molecules, sulfate and bisul-

fate ions) contained in the droplets and their chemical and

microphysical characterisation. Establishing such a link will

improve our understanding of the radiative properties of

these aerosol layers and is a prerequisite for an optimal re-

trieval of their properties from satellite data. To do so, the ex-

tinction properties of sulfuric acid/water droplets, for differ-

ent sulfuric acid mixing ratios and temperatures, are system-

atically analysed. The extinction coefficients are derived by

means of a Mie code, using refractive indices taken from the

GEISA (Gestion et Étude des Informations Spectroscopiques

Atmosphériques: Management and Study of Spectroscopic

Information) spectroscopic database and log-normal size dis-

tributions with different effective radii and number concen-

trations. IASI (Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferom-

eter) pseudo-observations are generated using forward ra-

diative transfer calculations performed with the 4A (Au-

tomatized Atmospheric Absorption Atlas) radiative transfer

model, to estimate the impact of the absorption of idealised

aerosol layers, at typical UTLS conditions, on the brightness

temperature (BT) spectra observed by simulated satellite in-

struments.

The paper is organised as follows: in Sect. 2 we intro-

duce the data and methods used in our study. In Sect. 3

we discuss the spectral absorption of the sulfate aerosol

layer, and the dependence of the absorption on the chemical

and microphysical properties of the layer. The IASI pseudo-

observations obtained using these aerosol optical characteri-

sations are discussed in Sect. 4, and the UTLS sulfate aerosol

BT signature is isolated and analysed with respect to the

chemical and microphysical properties of the layer. The role

of interfering parameters, e.g. the uncertainties of the temper-

ature, and water vapour and ozone concentration profiles, as

well as the absorption by other volcanic species as SO2, CO2

and ash, are discussed in Sect. 5. The information content

of pseudo-observations with different simulated instrumental

configurations is discussed in Sect. 6. Conclusions are drawn

in Sect. 7.
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2 Data and methods

To analyse the sensitivity of nadir satellite observations in

the TIR spectral region, we have generated a set of IASI

pseudo-observations with the Automatized Atmospheric Ab-

sorption Atlas OPerational (4A/OP) radiative transfer model,

(see e.g. Scott and Chedin, 1981). 4A/OP is a fast and accu-

rate line-by-line radiative transfer model, developed by the

Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique and the NOVEL-

TIS company (http://www.noveltis.com/) with the support of

the CNES (Centre National d’Études Spatiales), to simulate

the radiative transfer in planetary atmospheres, with a par-

ticular focus on the IR spectral region. In Tjemkes et al.

(2003) 4A/OP simulations, as well as simulations from nine

other radiative transfer models, were compared to IR high

spectral resolution observations (aircraft observations with

the High-resolution Interferometer Sounder and the Airborne

Research Interferometer Evaluation System) and found capa-

ble of reproducing the observations to within the observation

noise. 4A/OP has been used in support of the IASI missions

(Jacquinet-Husson et al., 2003). Please refer to the website

http://4aop.noveltis.com/ for more details of 4A/OP.

In the present work, IASI observations are simulated by

means of the observation geometry, the instrument spectral

response function (ISRF) and the radiometric noise. Typi-

cal nadir observations have been considered, with zero view-

ing zenith angle. We have simulated radiances in the range

700.0–1300.0 cm−1, with a spectral resolution of 0.25 cm−1

before apodization (0.50 cm−1 apodized spectral resolution),

a spectral sampling of 0.25 cm−1 and a Gaussian ISRF.

The radiometric noise is set at a noise equivalent brightness

temperature of 0.25 K. These parameters are implemented

into the standard distribution of 4A/OP, and based on IASI

preparatory studies (see e.g. Tournier et al., 2002).

A baseline 4A/OP run, i.e. a run with no sulfate aerosols,

is first performed to compare with different configurations of

the UTLS sulfate aerosol layer, i.e. with different chemical

and microphysical properties. Then different runs with vary-

ing H2SO4 mixing ratios and aerosol size distributions are

performed. For all these simulations, a typical tropical atmo-

sphere is considered in terms of temperature, pressure and

trace gas vertical profiles. The altitude of the sulfate aerosol

layer is fixed at about 150 hPa. 4A/OP is capable of simulat-

ing aerosol scattering and absorption by means of the DIS-

ORT (Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer) scheme, using

the extinction (absorption plus scattering) coefficient, the sin-

gle scattering albedo and the asymmetry parameter as opti-

cal inputs. These optical parameters for the different simu-

lated sulfate aerosol layers are obtained with IDL (Interactive

Data Language, http://www.exelisvis.com/ProductsServices/

IDL.aspx) Mie scattering routines of the Earth Observation

Data Group of the Department of Physics of Oxford Univer-

sity. Starting from the refractive index and the size distribu-

tion of the aerosol layer, the Mie theory allows the calcula-

tion of the extinction, scattering and absorption coefficients,

as well as derived quantities like the single scattering albedo,

and the angular distribution of the radiation fields (by means

of the phase function), which can be represented by the inte-

gral asymmetry parameter (van de Hulst, 1957). It is worth

mentioning that using Legendre moments would be a better

approximation of the phase function, when scattering pro-

cesses are more important.

In this work we assume that sulfate aerosols are binary sys-

tems of H2SO4/H2O solution droplets, with varying H2SO4

mixing ratios. Ternary HNO3/H2SO4/H2O solutions, which

are important for the formation of nitric acid hydrates in po-

lar stratospheric clouds (Knopf et al., 2002), are excluded

from this study. We have used temperature-dependent refrac-

tive indices for different mixing ratios of the binary system

H2SO4/H2O from the laboratory study of Biermann et al.

(2000). These data are available from the GEISA database

(Jacquinet-Husson et al., 2008). Refractive indices are avail-

able for a wide array of temperatures, from 183 to 293 K, and

H2SO4 mixing ratios (in mass, i.e. the ratio of the H2SO4

mass to the total mass of the droplets) ranging from 10 to

80 %, so covering tropospheric and stratospheric conditions.

These refractive indices are measured in the region 500.0–

5000.0 cm−1, where major features of the absorption spec-

tra of sulfate droplets-radiation can be found, i.e. the OH

stretching region (3200–3500 cm−1), bisulfate ion absorp-

tion (1341, 1030, 1050, 885 and 593 cm−1) and sulfate ion

absorption (1104 and 613 cm−1). For higher concentrations,

features of the undissolved H2SO4 molecules (absorption at

1370, 1170, 965, 905 and 564 cm−1) appear as well. Please

refer to Biermann et al. (2000) for more details on this data

set and to e.g. Miller et al. (2005) and Boer et al. (2007) for

a detailed description of the spectroscopic absorption vibra-

tion modes for the sulfate and bisulfate ions, and the sulfuric

acid molecule.

The size distributions for our simulated layers (i.e. a func-

tion n(r) defined so that n(r)dr is the number of particles per

unit volume, with a radius between r and r+dr) are modelled

as log-normal distributions:

n(r)=
N0

r lnσr
√

2π
e
−

1
2

(
ln(r/rm)

lnσr

)2

. (1)

In Eq. (1), N0 is the total number concentration (in parti-

cles cm−3), rm is the mean radius and lnσr is the unitless

standard deviation of ln(r/rm). For our simulations, we fixed

σr to 1.86 (a typical value; see e.g. SPARC, 2006) and we

varied N0 and rm, to study the impact of different number

concentrations and mean size on the absorption properties of

the sulfate aerosol layers. We simulate layers with N0 = 8,

9, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25 and 30 particles cm−3, and rm = 0.06,

0.07, 0.08, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 µm. Here we recall that

a typical UTLS sulfate aerosol layer in background condi-

tions, i.e. without any perturbation from emissions of sul-

fur compounds from natural (volcanic explosive eruptions)

or anthropic (severe UTLS pollution) sources, can be repre-
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Table 1. Total number concentrations and effective number concen-

trations used in the present work.

Number concentration Effective number concentration

(particles cm−3) (particles cm−3)

8 2.52

9 2.83

10 3.15

12 3.78

15 4.72

20 6.83

25 7.87

30 9.45

sented by a log-normal distribution with N0 of a few par-

ticles cm−3 and a rm lower than 0.1 µm, while a volcani-

cally perturbed layer can be represented by a log-normal

distribution with N0 of a few tens particles cm−3 and a rm
higher than 0.2 µm (SPARC, 2006). Thus, our database can

represent several naturally occurring conditions. It must be

noted here that multi-modal log-normal distributions have

also been observed, especially in volcanically perturbed sit-

uations (see e.g. Deshler et al., 2003), but are not simulated

in the present study. We plan in the future to extend our sim-

ulations to multi-modal log-normal size distributions.

From H2SO4 concentration and aerosol size distribution,

other parameters can be derived, which are useful metrics

for remote sensing measurements. It is often convenient to

express the size distribution with compact parameters, like

the effective radius re and the effective number concentration

Ne. The effective radius is directly linked to the extinction

properties of the layer. These two quantities are defined as

follows (see e.g. Korolev et al., 1999):

re =

∫
r3n(r)dr∫
r2n(r)dr

(2)

Ne =

(∫
r2n(r)dr

)3

(∫
r3n(r)dr

)2
. (3)

Because σr is fixed in our simulations, it follows that

re = rme
2.5ln2σr = 2.619 rm (4)

Ne =N0e
−3.0ln2σr = 0.315N0. (5)

The two quantities are defined in such a way that

Ne r
2
e =N0r

2
surf, (6)

where rsurf =
1
N0

∫
r2n(r)dr is the mean surface area of the

aerosol layer. Please find in Tables 1 and 2 the total number

concentrations and the mean radii used in this work, with the

corresponding effective radii and number concentrations.

Table 2. Mean radii and effective radii used in the present work.

Mean radius (µm) Effective radius (µm)

0.06 0.16

0.07 0.18

0.08 0.21

0.10 0.26

0.15 0.39

0.20 0.52

0.30 0.79

0.40 1.05

Then, from these two quantities and the sulfate aerosol

density, the effective mass volume concentration (in g m−3)

can be defined as follows:

Me =
4

3
πρ(c)r3

eNe. (7)

In Eq. (7), ρ(c) is the density of the sulfate aerosols (a func-

tion of the H2SO4 concentration), which has been considered

as fixed in a given aerosol layer. The effective mass volume

concentration can then be used to calculate the total mass (in

g, by multiplying by the volume occupied by the aerosols)

or the effective columnar abundance (in g m−2 by multiply-

ing by the vertical altitude interval occupied by the aerosols).

This latter quantity,

Mcol =Me ·1z, (8)

is linked to the total absorption due to the presence of sulfate

aerosols and is considered in the following discussions.

The extinction coefficient βext, discussed in the following

sections, can be expressed as follows:

βext(c,re,Ne,ν)=

∫
πr2Qext(m(c),r,ν)n(r)dr

=

∫
πr2Qext(m(c),r,ν)

N0

r lnσr
√

2π
e
−

1
2

(
ln(r/rm)

lnσr

)2

dr, (9)

where Qext(m(c),r,ν) is the single particle extinction effi-

ciency factor from Mie theory, m is the complex refractive

index, which is a function of the H2SO4 mixing ratio (c), and

n(r) is the considered log-normal size distribution. The mean

radius and the total number concentration are linked to the ef-

fective radius and number concentration by Eqs. (4) and (5).

The dependence of the βext spectra on c is transferred from

Qext, and the dependence on Ne and re is transferred from

n(r). From the Eq. (9), it follows that the extinction coeffi-

cient can be separated in two factors:

βext(c,re,Ne,ν)=NeF(c,re,ν), (10)

where the function F(c,re,ν) does not depend on the effec-

tive number concentration Ne.
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3 Optical characterisation of the sulfate aerosol layers:

dependence of the extinction coefficient on chemical

and microphysical properties

3.1 Sulfate aerosol absorption and scattering

We first analyse the spectral extinction coefficient for dif-

ferent chemical and microphysical properties of the sul-

fate aerosols layer. Previous studies on the retrieval of sul-

fate aerosols have neglected the scattering component of

the extinction coefficient in the TIR spectral region; see

e.g. Echle et al. (1998) and Yu and Rose (2000). In Fig. 1

we show the single scattering albedo (the ratio of the scat-

tering and the extinction coefficient) of sulfate layers with

two different H2SO4 mixing ratios (64 and 75 %) and two

typical size distributions: a background, volcanically quies-

cent aerosol layer (N0 = 9 cm−3, rm = 0.07 µm, σm = 1.86),

and a moderately perturbed volcanic aerosol layer (N0 =

30 cm−3, rm = 0.2 µm, σm = 1.86). In volcanically perturbed

conditions, the number concentration N0 is higher due to

the enhanced formation of new particles from sulfur dioxide

emissions and the mean radius rm is bigger due to the en-

hanced coagulation of droplets in denser environments (see

e.g. McCormick et al., 1995; Deshler et al., 2003). In Fig. 1,

as well as in the other figures of this section, the spectral

discretization (available wavenumbers) originates from the

spectral discretization of the refractive indices in the database

of Biermann et al. (2000). While the absorption dominates

the extinction in the TIR spectral region, the scattering com-

ponent has increasing values for bigger particles and can

reach values up to about 20 % in volcanic conditions. This re-

sult suggests that the scattering component of the extinction,

even if relatively small with respect to the absorption, can-

not be neglected in volcanically perturbed conditions. Corre-

spondingly, in the following sections we study the extinction

coefficient of the layer. The parameters of the aerosol layer

are the H2SO4 mixing ratio, the temperature and the size dis-

tribution.

3.2 Dependence of the extinction coefficient on the

H2SO4 mixing ratio and the temperature

To study how the extinction of the layer varies with respect

to the H2SO4 mixing ratio and the temperature, we use the

tabulated combinations of mixing ratios and temperatures in

GEISA, as described in Sect. 2, and we fix the size distri-

bution. The whole set of temperature/mixing ratio combina-

tions, i.e. not constrained to UTLS conditions, is analysed in

the present section. This has been done to have a more com-

plete view of this dependency. We consider the two size dis-

tributions, background and volcanic, introduced in Sect. 3.1.

As said before, the absorption dominates over the scattering

and so the extinction coefficient discussed in the following

is mostly defined by the sulfate absorption spectral features,

Figure 1. Spectral single scattering albedo, in the spectral range

600–1400 cm−1, for sulfate aerosol layers with different H2SO4

mixing ratios (64 and 75 %, at 213–215 K), for typical background

size distribution (dark and light blue lines) and for a moderate vol-

canically perturbed size distribution (dark and light red lines). See

the text for further details.

except for a small correction for layers with bigger particles

(volcanic conditions, see Fig. 1 and inherent text).

Figure 2 shows the extinction coefficient in the range 600

to 1400 cm−1 for sulfate aerosol layers at temperatures of

293 and 213 K, and different H2SO4 mixing ratios, depend-

ing on the availability of mixing ratio/temperature combi-

nations in the data set. The complete data set, for all avail-

able temperatures in the interval 188–293 K can be found in

Figs.S 1 and S2 of the Supplement. In all cases, the extinction

in volcanically perturbed conditions is at least 50 times larger

than in non-volcanic conditions, as a result of more (N0 = 20

vs. 8 cm−3) and bigger (rm = 0.3 vs. 0.06 µm) particles. This

suggests a strong sensitivity of the sulfate aerosol extinction

to the size distribution, which is more thoroughly discussed

in Sect. 3.3. The H2SO4 mixing ratio is a relatively sensitive

parameter as well, as the variability of the extinction coef-

ficient with respect to this parameter is over a factor 3 to 5

for each given temperature. The sulfate absorption region is

located in this spectral range and is clearly visible. A mini-

mum extinction occurs at 650–800 cm−1. Then, from 900 to

1300 cm−1 the absorption bands of the sulfate ion (ν3 SO2−
4

asymmetric stretch band, centred at about 1104 cm−1), the

bisulfate ion (ν1 SO−3 symmetric stretch band, centred be-

tween 1030 and 1050 cm−1) and of the undissociated sulfu-

ric acid molecule (combination of bend and stretch of dif-

ferent groups, with absorption peaks centred at 905, 965

and 1170 cm−1) dominate, generating a general increase with

wavelength of the absorption (and then of the extinction) in

this spectral region, with additional absorption features at

smaller spectral resolution. At mixing ratios larger than 50 %

and at all temperatures, a maximum of the H2SO4 molecule

absorption appears at 1170 cm−1 that is quite elevated; for

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/115/2016/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 115–132, 2016
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Figure 2. Spectral extinction coefficients for sulfate aerosol lay-

ers with different H2SO4 mixing ratios, from 0 to 80 % as indi-

cated by the colour bar, and temperatures of 293 K (upper row) and

213 K (bottom row). Different mixing ratio/temperature combina-

tions are shown, depending on the availability in the refractive in-

dices data set of Biermann et al. (2000). The extinction coefficients

are shown for a typical background size distribution (left column)

and for a moderate volcanically perturbed size distribution (right

column). See the text for further details.

smaller mixing ratios and lower temperatures, the sulfate ion

absorption feature at 1104 cm−1 dominates, while the im-

pact of the H2SO4 molecular absorption at 1170 cm−1 is less

marked. Two further peaks can be found at about 905 cm−1

(sulfuric acid molecular band) and 1050 cm−1 (bisulfate ion

bands). In general, the H2SO4 absorption bands are more im-

portant for concentrated solutions (>60 %), as Giguère and

Savoie (1960) first noticed and attributed to different auto-

dissociation equilibria occurring at such higher concentra-

tions. For more diluted solutions, the dependence of the ab-

sorption spectra on temperature is due to the dependence

of the dissociation constant of the sulfate/bisulfate system

on temperature (Biermann et al., 2000). Except for this ef-

fect, the temperature seems a much less important factor

than the mixing ratio, to determine the absorption properties

of the aerosol layer, especially in real world UTLS condi-

tions (H2SO4 mixing ratios greater than 60 %, temperatures

smaller than 220 K SPARC, 2006).

A general increasing absorption by UTLS secondary sul-

fate aerosols in the range 700–1300 cm−1 has been indeed

observed in the past by satellite limb observations, due to the

Mount Pinatubo eruption of 1991 (Grainger et al., 1993). The

two absorption peaks at 905 and 1170 cm−1 have also been

observed by MIPAS-B (Michelson Interferometer for Pas-

sive Atmospheric Sounding – Balloon-borne version) limb

observations at altitudes between 11 and 16 km for the same

volcanic event (see the spectra of Fig. 3 in Echle et al.,

1998, which have shapes and absolute values comparable

to those of Fig. 2 of the present paper, for volcanic condi-

tions, higher H2SO4 mixing ratios and temperatures of about

200 K). Baran et al. (1993) have based a detection algo-

rithm for sulfate aerosols from NOAA (National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration) −10, −11 and −12 ob-

servations on the simulated spectral absorption differences

between about 800 and 1200 cm−1. Nevertheless, Grainger

et al. (1993), Echle et al. (1998) and Baran et al. (1993) did

not explicitly relate the observed absorption coefficient spec-

tra to these specific molecular H2SO4 vibration modes. An

increasing absorption has been observed in IASI observa-

tions of the volcanic plume emanated by Kasatochi eruption

of 2008 and erroneously attributed to sulfate ionic absorption

bands (Karagulian et al., 2010).

To further demonstrate the very small sensitivity of the sul-

fate extinction spectra to temperature, and the much more

important contribution of the H2SO4 mixing ratio, we made

a linear regression of the maximum extinction at 1170 cm−1

and its ratio to the minimum extinction near 800 cm−1, as

a function of the temperature, at fixed mixing ratios (param-

eters of the regressions in Tables S1 and S2 in the Supple-

ment), for background and volcanically enhanced situations.

In general, the extinction does not vary much with tempera-

ture, except for a few cases, e.g. a 20 % variation of the ab-

solute extinction, from 183 to 293 K, with a mixing ratio of

57 % in both background and volcanic conditions. For other

mixing ratios, the variation with temperature is less than

10 %. This variability is much more limited than that due to

mixing ratio variations, which can be larger than 100 % (for

example, the maximum absorption at 1170 cm−1 varies from

about 2.5× 10−3 to about 6.0× 10−3 km−1, and from about

2.5× 10−5 to about 6.0× 10−5 km−1, in volcanic and back-

ground conditions, respectively, with mixing ratios spanning

30 to 64 %). The variability of the relative extinction 1170–

800 cm−1 with temperature is even smaller.

These analyses of the dependence of the extinction coef-

ficient on the temperature and H2SO4 mixing ratio point out

that the temperature of the aerosol layer (and therefore its

altitude) cannot be retrieved from aerosol extinction mea-

surements, especially for mixing ratios greater than 60 %.

From a different perspective, this is beneficial for the re-

trieval of sulfate aerosol chemical and microphysical param-

eters because this property limits the number of sensitive fac-

tors affecting the extinction spectra variability. The extinc-

tion, and more in particular the absorption signature, is very

sensitive to the H2SO4 mixing ratio of the binary solution

H2SO4/H2O, both in background and volcanically enhanced

situations, paving the way to a retrieval.

3.3 Dependence of the extinction coefficient on the size

distribution

Figure 2 suggests that the sulfate extinction signature is sen-

sitive to the size distribution of the aerosol layer. In this sec-

tion, we systematically investigate this dependence by esti-

mating the individual contributions of the number concentra-
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Effective number concentration [cm-3]
2.52   2.83   3.15   3.78 
4.72   6.83   7.87   9.45

Effective radius [µm]

0.16   0.18   0.21   0.26 
0.39   0.52   0.79   1.05

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Spectral extinction coefficient for a sulfate aerosol layer,

as a function of (a, b) the effective number concentration Ne

(different number concentrations in different colours; see colour-

coded legend) (c, d) the effective radius re (different radii in differ-

ent colours, see colour-coded legend). Sulfate aerosol layers with

60 and 75 % (values indicated in the plots) H2SO4 mixing ratios

are considered at 213–215 K. Please note the logarithmic ordinate

in (c, d).

tion and effective radius. To conduct targeted analyses on the

UTLS sulfate aerosols, we have limited the H2SO4 mixing

ratio to four values, 60, 64, 70 and 75 %, and the temperature

to two close values, 213 and 215 K, among those available

in the database. This is intended to simulate typical trop-

ical UTLS temperatures (see e.g. Lamsal et al., 2004) and

typical mixing ratios within dehydrated atmospheric regions

(SPARC, 2006). In this section, we let the size distribution

parameters vary independently.

Figure 3a and b show the extinction coefficient in the

spectral range 600–1400 cm−1 for these UTLS conditions,

as a function of the effective number concentration Ne, il-

lustrating the proportionality shown in Eq. (10). The range

of variation of Ne (see Table 2) covers background to se-

vere volcanic conditions (i.e. Pinatubo-like). The effective

radius re (corresponding rm in parentheses) is fixed at 0.79

(0.30) µm. The H2SO4 mixing ratio is fixed at 60 % (a) and

75 % (b). Figure 3c and d show the extinction coefficient in

the spectral range 600–1400 cm−1 as a function of the effec-

tive radius re. Note that in this figure the ordinate axis is loga-

rithmic, to better show the spectral behaviour of the different

curves. The effective number concentration Ne (correspond-

ing N0 in parentheses) is now fixed at 7.87 (20.00) cm−3.

The H2SO4 mixing ratio is fixed at 60 % (c) and 75 % (d).

The spectral patterns of the sulfate/bisulfate ions and the sul-

furic acid molecule are clearly visible for all effective num-

ber concentrations and radii, with the same three marked

peaks that emerged in Fig. 2. Figure 3c and d show that

F(c,re,ν) depends strongly on re, growing monotonously

with re. The growth is not, however, uniform in ν, as spectral

extinction gets flatter with bigger sulfate particles. In general,

the extinction is very small for smaller particles. Comparing

Fig. 3a, b and 3a, c, it appears that the most important condi-

tion leading to significant extinction is a large effective radius

of the layer. At a fixed H2SO4 mixing ratio, the variability of

the extinction, e.g. at the maximum absorption at 1170 cm−1,

due to the effective radius can be up to 2 orders of magnitude

stronger than that due to the effective number concentration.

3.4 Discussion on sulfate aerosol extinction

3.4.1 Broadband spectral features

The spectral extinction of sulfate aerosol layers is, to differ-

ent extents, sensitive to the three chemical and microphysical

parameters under investigation, namely the H2SO4 mixing

ratio, the effective radius and the effective number concen-

tration.

In Sects. 3.2 and 3.3 we have analysed the dependence of

the spectral extinction curves as a whole, in function of the

chemical and microphysical properties: H2SO4 mixing ratio,

the effective radius and the effective number concentration.

We now fix the wavenumber. At a selected wavenumber ν the

extinction coefficient AE (absolute extinction) is (see Eq. 10)

AE= βext(c,re,Ne,ν)=NeF(c,re,ν). (11)

We introduce the ratio RE (relative extinction) between the

extinction coefficient at two different wavenumbers ν1 and

ν2:

RE=
βext(c,re,Ne,ν1)

βext(c,re,Ne,ν2)

=
NeF(c,re,ν1)

NeF(c,re,ν2)

= G(c,re,ν1,ν2). (12)

The two functions F(c,re,ν) and G(c,re,ν1,ν2), as well

as AE and RE, depend on the choice of the wavenumbers

ν, ν1 and ν2. The absolute and relative extinction at se-

lected wavenumbers is important for remote sensing appli-

cations, in particular for radiometers that have broadband

channels at a number of wavenumbers. Here we select spe-

cific wavenumbers where informative features of the spectral

extinction of sulfate aerosol layers are found, as discussed

in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3. Correspondingly, we introduce three

spectral quantities: (1) the maximum AE at 1170 cm−1 (here-

after referred to as ME, maximum extinction), (2) its rel-

ative extinction with respect to the minimum extinction at

800 cm−1 (the extinction ratio between 1170 and 800 cm−1,

hereafter referred to as RE1) and (3) the relative extinction

of the secondary peak at 905 cm−1 with respect to the min-

imum extinction at 800 cm−1 (the extinction ratio between

905 and 800 cm−1, hereafter referred to as RE2). We recall
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that the extinction peaks at 1170 and 905 cm−1 are mostly

due to molecular H2SO4 absorption bands. Another impor-

tant spectral feature in the sulfate signature is the extinction

peak due to the ionic absorption at 1050 cm−1, but we ex-

clude the latter because the information in this band is dis-

turbed by the ozone absorption band region at 9.6 µm (more

details in Sect. 5).

The variability of the spectral parameter ME as a function

of the H2SO4 mixing ratio and effective radius and number

concentration has been discussed in Sect. 3.3. As it can be

seen from Fig. 3, ME varies between near-zero values (for

small Ne, re and c) and 40× 10−3 km−1 (large values of

the three aerosol parameters). ME is very small for small

effective radii, disregarding the value of the effective num-

ber concentration and H2SO4 mixing ratio. Higher values

(>10× 10−3) are only found for effective radii bigger than

about 0.5 µm. This is an indication of the small sensitivity of

the spectral extinction to sulfate aerosols in background con-

ditions, and the dominating role of the particle size in ME,

as well as in the depth and the whole curve of the sulfate

spectral extinction signature. Figure 4a and b show the vari-

ability of the spectral parameters RE1 and RE2 as a function

of effective radius and H2SO4 mixing ratio, as RE1 and RE2

are independent of the effective number concentration (see

Eq. 12). The behaviour of RE1 and RE2 is similar, with in-

creasing values for higher H2SO4 mixing ratios and smaller

particles.

As both RE1 and RE2 depend on c and re but not on Ne,

it is useful to determine whether they differ in this depen-

dency, having in mind the possibility of retrieving c and re
from spectrometric measurements. Figure 4c shows the an-

gle α = cos−1 (∇RE1(c,re) ·∇RE2(c,re)) of the gradients

of RE1 and RE2 with respect to c and re, normalised to vary

over the same range. If the angle is near-zero, the gradients

are parallel vectors and then the variations of RE1 and RE2

carry a very dependent information content. Conversely, for

angles departing from zero, the information content about the

aerosol parameters is more and more independent. It is visi-

ble that the angle remains small for small re and when both re
and c are large, and that there is an optimal sensitivity range

which more or less extends about a diagonal from the upper

left of the diagram, with angles between 15 and 30◦.

To conclude this section, we suggest that these three

broadband spectral parameters, ME, RE1 and RE2, could be

used to detect and extract some quantitative information on

UTLS sulfate aerosols, in the case of volcanically enhanced

conditions. ME is sensitive to the three aerosol parameters,

while RE1 and RE2 are only sensitive to the H2SO4 mixing

ratio and the effective radius. In principle, the information

content carried by ME, RE1 and RE2 on the H2SO4 mix-

ing ratio, effective radius and number concentration is par-

tially independent for most conditions and then broadband

retrieval schemes could be developed using these three spec-

tral parameters. One option could be to infer the H2SO4 mix-

ing ratio and the effective radius from RE1 and RE2, and then

use this information to derive the number concentration with

ME1. In practice, due to the partial correlation of the infor-

mation content of RE1 and RE2 to the H2SO4 mixing ra-

tio and the effective radius, and the scarce sensitivity of ME

to the effective number concentration for background non-

volcanic conditions, the sulfate aerosol parameters might be

hardly retrievable in those conditions. However, in volcani-

cally enhanced conditions, there is an enhanced variability

of ME with respect to the three aerosol parameters but the

variability of RE1 and RE2 with respect to the H2SO4 mix-

ing ratio is relatively small, and the correlation of their in-

formation content is high for bigger values of the H2SO4

mixing ratio. All these considerations suggest that the three

aerosol parameters are only retrievable as independent quan-

tities for limited conditions when using broadband sulfate ex-

tinction spectral features, and that constraints should be given

to at least one parameter (e.g. the effective number concen-

tration). The approach of using absolute and relative extinc-

tion features is applicable to both high-resolution and broad-

band TIR satellite sensors as MODIS (Moderate Resolution

Imaging Spectroradiometer) (Barnes et al., 1998) or SEVIRI

(Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager), even if

these latter instruments may not have optimised channels

for sulfate aerosols observations. The information content of

pseudo-observations based on broadband features (with dif-

ferent nadir instruments), and on high spectral resolution are

discussed in Sect. 6. It can be noticed that the use of satel-

lite observations at similar spectral intervals, i.e. broadband

observations at about 800, 900 and 1200 cm−1, has been pro-

posed in the past to observe secondary sulfate aerosols after

strong volcanic eruptions e.g. Ackerman and Strabala (1994).

3.4.2 Size distribution sensitivity at fixed mass

In the previous sections, the variability of the sulfate aerosol

extinction coefficient has been studied as a function of the

three parametersNe, re and c, by varying one parameter with

the other two kept fixed. This has been done, having in mind

the possibility of retrieving the three parameters from obser-

vations of the sulfate aerosol extinction. In any case, it must

be considered that in real-world conditions, the variability of

these parameters is constrained by the available sulfate mass.

Then, it is instructive to study the variability of the spectral

extinction coefficient as a function of these parameters, by

keeping the mass fixed.

Figure 5 shows the extinction coefficient at 1170 cm−1

(the maximum extinction or ME; see Sect. 3.4.1) as a func-

tion of the effective radius re and effective number concentra-

tion Ne, for fixed sulfate aerosol effective mass volume con-

centrationsMe, as defined in Eq. (7). The ME variabilities are

shown for two cases: background and volcanically enhanced

conditions. Typical size distributions for these two cases, as

defined in Sect. 3.1, are used to fix the background and vol-

canically enhanced mass. The value of c has been kept fixed

at 60 (background) and 75 % (volcanically enhanced con-
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Gradient angle (degree)(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. RE1 (a) and RE2 (b) as a function of the effective radius and H2SO4 mixing ratio. Please note the different scaling of the colour

bars. Arc cosine of the scalar product ∇RE1 ·∇RE2 (c). The gradients are normalised.

Figure 5. Extinction coefficient at 1170 cm−1 (maximum extinc-

tion, ME) as function of the effective radius re (green line) and ef-

fective number concentration Ne (red line), for fixed sulfate aerosol

effective mass volume concentrations Me (0.062 µg m−3: back-

ground conditions – left panel; 31.002 µg m−3: volcanically en-

hanced conditions – right panel).

ditions). The fixed Me values are then 0.062 µg m−3 (back-

ground) and 31.002 µg m−3 (volcanically enhanced condi-

tions).

The sulfate extinction is 2 orders of magnitude stronger

for a volcanically typical mass with respect to background.

By keeping Me fixed, the sulfate extinction varies by more

than 20 % from smaller to bigger re, in both conditions. The

dependence on Ne, on the contrary, is very limited. These

further simulations allow most of the variability to be at-

tributed to the size distribution parameters, as described in

Sect. 3.3, to the increment of sulfate mass when increasing

Ne or/and re. In particular, the dominant role of re in deter-

mining significant extinction signatures is mostly due to an

increase of the sulfate mass in the presence of bigger par-

ticles. Nevertheless, even at fixed Me, there is a significant

additional variability of the extinction with varying re. This

evidence confirms that re is the dominant factor determining

the sensitivity of the sulfate aerosol extinction spectra.

4 Spectral sensitivity of IASI pseudo-observations to

chemical and microphysical properties

In order to test the sensitivity of satellite nadir observations

in the TIR to sulfate aerosols and the perturbation brought

by other atmospheric species under real conditions, the spec-

tral extinction coefficients of the sulfate aerosol layers ob-

tained in Sect. 3 are used here as inputs of the forward ra-

diative transfer modelling described in Sect. 2. As done for

Sects. 3.3 and 3.4.1, we restrict our attention to H2SO4 mix-

ing ratios of 60, 64, 70 and 75 % and temperature of the

droplets of 213–215 K, within the set of tabulated values.

As demonstrated in Sect. 3.2, the extinction properties of

the H2SO4/H2O droplets layers are very weakly dependent

on the temperature. The chosen parameters are intended to

mimic a realistic tropical UTLS situation, given the con-

straints of our data set. The altitude of the sulfate aerosol

layer has been fixed at about 150 hPa. A typical tropical at-

mosphere (temperature, humidity and gas concentration pro-

files) is selected from those available in 4A/OP. Then we

conduct 256 simulations by varying the four H2SO4 mixing

ratio/temperature combinations and all the available effec-

tive number concentrations and effective radii (see Tables 2

and 1). A further simulation is made with the same atmo-

sphere but without a sulfate aerosol layer, to define a baseline

and to isolate the sulfate aerosol impact on the output spec-

tra. Finally, 256+1 IASI spectral BT pseudo-observations are

obtained. We then define a sulfate aerosol brightness temper-

ature signature (hereafter simply referred to as BT signature)

as the spectral differences between each of the 256 bright-

ness temperature spectra and the one obtained with the base-

line run. Figure 6 shows examples of BT signatures for dif-

ferent combinations of the effective number concentration,

the effective radius and the H2SO4 mixing ratio. In the spec-

tral region 700–1300 cm−1 a few main interfering features

emerge, like the ubiquitous weak absorption bands of H2O

and the strong rotational-vibrational ozone band centred at

9.6 µm (1041.67 cm−1) and affecting the spectral region of

approximately 980–1080 cm−1 (see also Fig. 9). An initial

finding is that the signal of the bisulfate ion bands at 1030 and
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1050 µm is affected by the interference with the ozone band.

This justifies discarding these absorption features in the dis-

cussion of Sect. 3.4.1. The sulfate ion band at 1104 cm−1 and

the weaker bisulfate band at 965 cm−1 are partially also af-

fected by the peripheral region of the ozone band. Therefore,

it is very hard to use the ionic bands to infer useful infor-

mation on sulfate aerosols. This is mostly inconvenient for

small mixing ratios, where ionic absorption dominates over

molecular absorption (see Fig. 2). On the contrary, the molec-

ular H2SO4 absorption band at 1170 cm−1, as well as the

weaker H2SO4 band at 905 cm−1 and the background region

at 800 cm−1 are clearly visible, while still partly affected by

the weak, fine-scale, ubiquitous water absorption lines.

The stronger band at 1170 cm−1 is the most important fea-

ture in the sulfate aerosol extinction spectra and is responsi-

ble of the typical increasing extinction or decreasing BT sig-

nature shape between 700 and 1200 cm−1, which has been

empirically observed in the past (see e.g. Grainger et al.,

1993; Echle et al., 1998; Clarisse et al., 2010; Griessbach

et al., 2015). In Sect. 3 it was found that the extinction signa-

ture of the sulfate aerosols, and the three partially indepen-

dent spectral parameters, ME, RE1 and RE2, are sensitive to

the H2SO4 mixing ratio and to the size distribution, and this

sensitivity is dominated by the effective radius. Consistently,

from Fig. 6 it can be seen that the depth of the BT signa-

ture (and then ME) is strongly dependent on the effective ra-

dius and much less sensitive to the effective number concen-

tration and the H2SO4 mixing ratio. However, for fixed ef-

fective radius and number concentration, there is a variation

of the spectral slope between 700 and 1200 cm−1 with the

H2SO4 mixing ratio. This is again consistent with the results

of Sect. 3.4.1. In general, the BT signatures at 1170 cm−1 are

less than 0.7 K for small particles, with effective radii smaller

than 0.52 µm for all number concentrations and H2SO4 mix-

ing ratios. The BT signatures at 1170 cm−1 can reach values

of 3.0 to 5.0 K for bigger particles, with higher values for

larger number concentration and H2SO4 mixing ratio. Val-

ues of re of 0.6–0.7 µm and higher are typical of coagulation

effects in more or less severe volcanically enhanced condi-

tions. Thus, it seems very arduous to observe the background

sulfate aerosol layers, while BT signatures of volcanic sul-

fates can be relatively strong.

The variability of the spectral BT signature with effective

number concentration, effective radius and H2SO4 mixing

ratio is more systematically displayed in Fig. 7. This figure

shows the BT signature in the spectral range 700–1300 cm−1,

as a function of the effective number concentration Ne, for

a fixed effective radius re = 0.79 µm, and as a function of the

effective radius re, for a fixed effective number concentra-

tion Ne = 7.87 particles cm−3. The same patterns evidenced

in Fig. 6, the discussion above and the results of Sect. 3 are

systematically observed in these plots. A marked maximum

of the BT signature at 1170 cm−1, as well as a secondary

maximum at 905 cm−1, both due to the molecular H2SO4

absorption, are apparent. The dramatic difference for Fig. 7c

Figure 6. BT signature of sulfate aerosol layers, for effective

number concentrations of 2.52 (left panel) and 6.30 particles cm−3

(right panel), for effective radii of 0.16, 0.52 and 1.05 µm (see text

in the figures) and H2SO4 mixing ratios of 60, 64, 70 and 75 % (in

different colours).
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Figure 7. Spectral BT signatures for a sulfate aerosol layer at about

150 hPa altitude, as a function of the effective number concentration

Ne for a fixed effective radius re = 0.79 µm (a, b), and as a func-

tion of the effective radius re for a fixed effective number concen-

tration Ne = 7.87 particles cm−3 (c, d). Sulfate aerosol layers are

considered with 60 % (a, c) and 75 % (b, d) H2SO4 mixing ratios at

213–215 K.

and d from smaller to bigger effective radii, is a confirmation

of the relative importance of the effective radius in determin-

ing the signature of the UTLS sulfate aerosols in TIR spectra,

and the very low sensitivity at background conditions.

The analyses of the present section, in conjunction with the

discussion of Sect. 3.4.1, suggest that information on chem-

ical and microphysical properties of sulfate aerosols can be

extracted using broadband spectral features, e.g. the maxi-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. Individual (grey) and average TIGR tropical vertical profiles with standard deviations (black), for temperature (a) and water vapour

mixing ratio (b). The standard deviation of the Gaussian noise used to generate the perturbed profiles is in red in both figures; spectral BT

sensitivity for temperature profile (mean differences in black, 1 standard deviation interval in grey) and water vapour profile variability (mean

differences in red, 1 standard deviation interval in orange) (c). See text for further details on how this sensitivity is evaluated.

mum absorption near 1170 cm−1, and the spectral ratios be-

tween 1170 and 800 cm−1 and between 905 and 800 cm−1.

Nevertheless, the presence of relatively well-separated ionic

and molecular absorption signatures justify the use of a spec-

tral fitting approach to extract the full information content

using finer spectral resolution. These fine-scale structures are

typical of liquid aerosols. Thus, we wish to stress how high-

spectral-resolution observations, like those made by IASI,

can bring a significant added value to the characterisation of

such aerosols.

5 Interfering parameters

5.1 Interference with temperature and humidity

profiles variability

We consider here how uncertainties in the temperature

and humidity profile may mask the sensitivity to sulfate

aerosols. The TIGR (Thermodynamic Initial Guess Re-

trieval) database is a library of 2311 representative at-

mospheric situations (tropical, mid-latitude and polar) se-

lected by statistical methods from an ensemble of 80 000

radiosonde measurements (Chédin et al., 1985; Chevallier

et al., 1998). We have calculated the average temperature

and water vapour mixing ratio profile from TIGR. Only the

tropical atmosphere situations (872 profiles) have been con-

sidered. Figure 8a and b show the individual tropical tem-

perature and water vapour profiles, respectively, and the av-

erage profiles with standard deviations. We then generate

two data sets of 128 profiles each, by perturbing the aver-

age temperature (one set of 128 perturbed profiles) and wa-

ter vapour profile (one set of 128 perturbed profiles) with

a height-dependent Gaussian noise. For each level, we added

a random value from a Gaussian distribution of zero mean

value and variable standard deviation, depending on the al-

titude level, to simulate the actual temperature and water

vapour retrieval uncertainties of IASI, as estimated e.g. by

Pougatchev et al. (2009). In this latter work, temperature and

water vapour profile uncertainties are estimated by compar-

ing a data set of IASI temperature and water vapour profile

retrievals with co-located radiosonde profiles. The standard

deviations of the Gaussian perturbation are assumed between

0.5 and 2.0 K (temperature) and between 3 and 10 % (water

vapour mixing ratio), as shown in Fig. 8a and b, respectively.

We then performed two sets of 128 4A/OP forward radiative

transfer runs with (1) the average temperature profile and the

128 perturbed water vapour profiles (H2O-perturbed runs),

(2) the average water vapour profile and the 128 perturbed

temperature profile (T-perturbed runs), and a further run with

average temperature and water vapour profiles (baseline run

for this analysis). For these runs, the sulfate aerosol layer

size distribution and chemical composition have been taken

fixed at moderate volcanic conditions (log-normal distribu-

tion with N0 = 20 cm−3, rm = 0.2 µm, σm = 1.86 µm, 70 %

H2SO4 mixing ratio) at about 150 hPa altitude. Two sets of

spectral differences are finally calculated: a first set of dif-

ferences between the T-perturbed and the baseline runs, and

a second set of differences between the H2O-perturbed and

the baseline runs. Figure 8c shows the mean values of T-

perturbed minus baseline, and H2O-perturbed minus base-

line differences and spectral variability (represented by its 1

standard deviation interval) of these differences.

The temperature profile uncertainties dominate the spec-

tral brightness temperature variability, with a sensitivity up

to ±1.4 K, peaking in the sulfate-sensitive spectral region

between 1100 and 1200 cm−1, while the impact of wa-

ter vapour concentration profile uncertainties is generally

smaller than±0.2 K. The broadband magnitude of these fluc-

tuations indicates a further limitation of the observations

of sulfate aerosol chemical and microphysical properties in
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non-volcanically perturbed conditions with IASI-like instru-

ments, at least for BT sulfate signatures smaller than about

2.0 K (see Fig. 6). At a finer spectral resolution, it is clear that

the regions characterised by water vapour absorption lines

must be avoided by a careful selection of the spectral micro-

windows of the retrieval algorithm.

The previous analysis was aimed at the evaluation of the

impact of the temperature and humidity profile uncertainties

when these quantities are retrieved with the same TIR obser-

vations used to infer the sulfate aerosol properties. This dis-

cussion is then of interest when considering near-real time

multi-parameter retrievals. In offline retrieval schemes, tem-

perature and humidity profiles can be taken from model re-

analyses. It must be noted that these profiles have signifi-

cantly smaller uncertainties than profiles obtained with TIR

observations, then in these cases their impact on the retrieval

of sulfate aerosols is more limited.

5.2 Other interfering species: SO2, CO2 and ash

In the TIR spectral region where sulfate aerosols have their

absorption features (700–1300 cm−1), other gaseous species

have absorption bands, which can interfere with the sulfate

BT signature. Figure 9 shows the absorption cross sections

of water vapour, carbon dioxide, ozone and sulfur dioxide in

this spectral range. As discussed in Sects. 4 and 5.1, the water

vapour lines are ubiquitous and must be taken into account

when selecting the spectral micro-windows of a retrieval al-

gorithm; at the same time, the ozone band perturbs the region

between about 980 and 1080 cm−1, thus preventing from

using the sulfate ions bands around 1050 cm−1. The sulfur

dioxide absorption bands lie in the range 1080–1230 cm−1

and then can partially affect the maximum sulfate absorption

region around 1170 cm−1. The use of high-resolution TIR

spectrometers, like IASI, is then recommendable to select

targeted spectral micro-windows to minimise the effect of the

sulfur dioxide interference, e.g. around 1150 cm−1. The car-

bon dioxide bands are stronger for wavenumbers less then

about 750 cm−1, and then of lower concern for the present

study. It is interesting to note that enhanced concentrations

of sulfur dioxide, carbon dioxide and water vapour are co-

existent with sulfate aerosols in volcanic plumes, where the

sulfate BT signature is stronger.

Another important volcanic effluent that has a spectral sig-

nature in the range 700–1300 cm−1 is the ash. The ash BT

signature has a typical V shape in this range, as shown e.g. by

Clarisse et al. (2010), Karagulian et al. (2010) and Dubuisson

et al. (2014), which can be modulated by its mineralogical

composition (Dubuisson et al., 2014) and optical depth (Cor-

radini et al., 2009). This ash BT signature is characterised

by a stronger absorption at about 950–1100 cm−1 than at

longer (1200 cm−1) and shorter wavenumbers (850 cm−1), as

shown in Fig. 1b of Clarisse et al. (2010). In Fig. 10 the im-

pact of different UTLS sulfate aerosol layers on the top of the

atmosphere (TOA) radiance spectra, as for our simulations, is

Figure 9. Absorption cross sections of water vapour (multiplied by

a factor of 30 to enhance visualisation; light blue), carbon diox-

ide (grey), ozone (orange) and sulfur dioxide (violet) in the spec-

tral range 700–1300 cm−1. A typical sulfate aerosol BT signature

is overplotted (black). The spectral ranges of the channels used for

IASI BB, MODIS BB and SEVIRI BB instrumental configurations

(broadband features) are also reported (sky blue, green and red lines

and points).

shown. The spectra are expressed in radiance units as a func-

tion of the wavelength to more readily compare the impact of

the sulfate absorption with the impact of ash, as reported in

Fig. 1 of Corradini et al. (2009). The reduction of the TOA

radiance due to ash is typically 10 to 25 % at its maximum ab-

sorption spectral range (about 10–11 µm, 1000–910 cm−1),

depending on the ash optical depth. Sulfates can impact for

a few percent, for small and diluted droplets (green lines in

Fig. 10), to up to about 25 % for volcanically enhanced con-

ditions (red lines in Fig. 10) at its maximum extinction spec-

tral range (about 8.5–9.0 µm, 1175–1110 cm−1). As pointed

out by Clarisse et al. (2010), the different shapes of the ash

and sulfate absorption signatures facilitate the discrimination

of the two different aerosol particles. In addition, in extreme

volcanic conditions, the magnitude of the sulfate signature is

comparable to that of ash. The comparison of Figs. 10 and 1

of Corradini et al. (2009) permits as well the comparison of

the impact of sulfate aerosols and that of sulfur dioxide ab-

sorptions on the TOA radiances. The latter is generally a few

percent, with a maximum at about 9 µm (1110 cm−1), and so

it is comparable to the sulfate aerosol impact for background

to moderate volcanic conditions.

6 Information content analysis: high spectral

resolution and broadband spectral features

approaches

The information on the three sulfate aerosol parameters [Ne,

re, c] contained in the pseudo-observations with different in-
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Figure 10. Simulated radiances for baseline no UTLS aerosol con-

ditions (black) and different UTLS aerosols with different H2SO4

mixing ratios, effective radii and effective number concentrations

(light and dark green and red; please see legend for details). The

abscissa is expressed in both wavelength (to more readily compare

with Fig. 1 of Corradini et al., 2009) and wavenumber.

strumental configurations is investigated in the present sec-

tion. In particular, we define one high-spectral-resolution

configuration (IASI HR; the full IASI BT spectra pseudo-

observations are described in Sect. 4) and three configura-

tions based on the broadband spectral features introduced in

Sect. 3.4.1. We have derived related quantities of the three

broadband features (ME, RE1 and RE2) to simulate IASI,

MODIS and SEVIRI observations. For IASI (IASI BB) we

have produced three inputs by averaging the BT pseudo-

observations in the following bands: (1) 829–831 cm−1

(minimum sulfates extinction), (2) 903 and 913 cm−1 (sec-

ondary extinction peak around 905 cm−1) and (3) 1150 and

1154 cm−1 (maximum sulfates extinction). We have em-

pirically tried to avoid water vapour absorption lines in

these bands by a careful wavenumber selection. For MODIS

(MODIS BB) we have convolved the high-resolution IASI

BT pseudo-observations using the relative spectral response

functions of channels 32 (central wavelength 12.02 µm,

central wavenumber 831.9 cm−1), 31 (central wavelength

11.03 µm, central wavenumber 906.6 cm−1) and 29 (cen-

tral wavelength 8.55 µm, central wavenumber 1169.6 cm−1).

For SEVIRI (SEVIRI BB) we have convolved the high-

resolution IASI BT pseudo-observations using the relative

spectral response functions of channels 10 (central wave-

length 12.0 µm, central wavenumber 833.3 cm−1), 9 (cen-

tral wavelength 10.8 µm, central wavenumber 925.5 cm−1)

and 7 (central wavelength 8.7 µm, central wavenum-

ber 1149.4 cm−1). The relative spectral response func-

tions for MODIS and SEVIRI are available on the fol-

lowing websites, respectively: http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/

about/specifications.php and http://oiswww.eumetsat.org/

WEBOPS/msg_interpretation/msg_channels.php. The se-

lected wavenumbers of IASI BB and the spectral channels

used for MODIS BB and SEVIRI BB configurations are

shown in Fig. 9.

The full characterisation of the information content of the

observations is provided by the matrices AK (averaging ker-

nel matrix) and Sx (total error covariance matrix).

AK represents the sensitivity of the retrieved state x̂ to

the true state x, and can be calculated as follows (Rodgers,

2000):

AK= ∂x̂/∂x = (KTS−1
ε K+S−1

a )−1KTS−1
ε . (13)

In Eq. (13), K= ∂F(x)/∂x is the Jacobian matrix, and Sε
and Sa are the measurement error covariance and the a priori

covariance matrices. The trace of the AK matrix represents

the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the measurement (Rodgers,

2000). In our case this value varies between 0 and 3, with this

latter value meaning that the three aerosol parameters [Ne, re,

c] can be retrieved as perfectly independent quantities.

Sx represents the total uncertainty on the retrieved aerosol

parameters. If the forward model error and the error associ-

ated to non-retrieved parameters (see discussion for temper-

ature and humidity profiles in Sect. 5.1) is excluded, the total

error covariance matrix can be written as

Sx = Ssm+Sm = (AK− I)Sa(AK− I)T+ (KTS−1
ε K+S−1

a )

Sε(K
TS−1

ε K+S−1
a )T. (14)

In Eq. (14), Ssm and Sm represent the contribution due to

the correlation of the retrieved parameters (smoothing error

component) and to the spectral measurement noise (measure-

ment error component). The square roots of the diagonal el-

ements of Sx represent the total error of the retrieved aerosol

parameters.

The measurement error covariance matrices Sε for the

four instrumental configurations are assumed diagonal,

with the ith diagonal element derived from the standard

deviation of the BT measurements in the following way:

Sε,i = σ
2
ε,i . The values of σε,i are assumed as the noise

equivalent brightness temperature (NEBT) for each in-

strumental configuration. For IASI HR, the NEBT has

been assumed 0.2 K at all wavenumber. For IASI BB, the

standard deviation for each of the three broadband features

is calculated as σε,i = 0.2K/
√
(ni), where ni is the number

of individual wavenumbers averaged to obtain the ith

broadband feature. For MODIS BB, a NEBT of 0.05 K is

assumed for channels 32, 31 and 29 (Wan, 2002). For SE-

VIRI BB, NEBTs of 0.93, 0.94 and 0.80 K are assumed for

channels 10, 9 and 7 (www.eumetsat.int/website/wcm/idc/

idcplg?IdcService=GET_FILE&dDocName=PDF_TYP_

RADIOMET_ACC_MSG-1-2&RevisionSelectionMethod=

LatestReleased&Rendition=Web).

The a priori covariance matrix is the same for the four in-

strumental configurations. It is assumed diagonal, with the
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Table 3. Degrees of freedom (DOF) for the retrieval of the three

aerosol parameters: Ne, re and H2SO4 mixing ratio, with different

instrumental configurations (IASI HR refers to the IASI high spec-

tral resolution; IASI BB refers to IASI broadband features; MODIS

BB refers to MODIS broadband features; SEVIRI BB refers to SE-

VIRI broadband features. See the text for further details). DOF are

calculated for typical background (Bg) and volcanic (Volc) condi-

tions.

IASI HR IASI BB MODIS BB SEVIRI BB

Bg 1.34 0.24 0.22 0.01

Volc 2.70 2.41 2.11 1.48

ith diagonal element taken as 100 % of the three aerosol pa-

rameters values. This means that the a priori knowledge of

the parameters [Ne, re, c] is supposed to be within 100 % of

the true value.

The DOF and the total error, calculated for the four in-

strumental configurations and for a typical background and

volcanically enhanced conditions (as defined in Sect. 3.1),

are listed in Tables 3 and 4. One important result is that

high spectral resolution is particularly critical in background

conditions. In these conditions, broadband features provide

strongly dependent information on [Ne, re, c], with all in-

struments (DOF for IASI, MODIS and SEVIRI BB are 0.24,

0.22 and 0.01, and total error higher than 100 %, except for c

retrievals with IASI BB). The DOF for IASI HR for aerosols

at background conditions is 1.34, so more than one indepen-

dent piece of information is retrievable. Nevertheless, even

with IASI HR, background Ne has a total error higher than

100 %, while retrieval uncertainties on re and c are around

35 %. For volcanically enhanced conditions, the added value

of the high spectral resolution, with respect to broadband fea-

tures, is smaller than at background conditions. Broadband

features are reasonably well adapted to characterise chemi-

cal and microphysical properties of sulfate aerosols in vol-

canic conditions. In the best case (IASI HR, volcanic condi-

tions) we have found a DOF of 2.7 and retrieval uncertain-

ties of about 30, 15 and 10 % for Ne, re and c. This indicates

three quasi-independent pieces of information with relatively

small retrieval uncertainties.

Our error estimations for re and c can be compared

with those made by Steele et al. (2006). In that work, the

retrieval uncertainty is evaluated using ACE-FTS pseudo-

observations, covering the spectral range from 800 to

4750 cm−1. Different spectral configurations (different sub-

bands of the overall spectral region of their pseudo-

observations) are discussed, including a configuration sim-

ilar to out IASI HR (an interval of about 800–1200 cm−1,

called f1 in Steele et al., 2006). For that configuration, the

total error for re and c is between > 100 and 40 % (depend-

ing on the value of re), and about 25 and 20 % (depend-

ing on the value of c), at conditions roughly similar to what

we call background conditions. Our estimated uncertainties

(37.1 and 35.9 %, for re and c), even if comparable, are some-

what lower for re and higher for c. For extreme re and c

values, Steele et al. (2006) found corresponding uncertain-

ties reaching values as low as 10 and 15 % (our estimations

for volcanically enhanced conditions are 17.6 and 10.8 %).

One reason for these relatively small discrepancies might

be the different instrumental characterisation of ACE-FTS

and IASI, including the different observation geometry. In

any case, our results are quite consistent with those obtained

by Steele et al. (2006) It is worth noticing that Steele et al.

(2006) found that adding other spectral channels, in particu-

lar at shorter wavelengths, significantly decrease the uncer-

tainties, leading to uncertainties < 2 and 3 % (re and c) when

using the whole spectral range.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented sensitivity analyses of

the optical properties and BT signatures of secondary sul-

fate aerosols in the UTLS, based on TIR IASI pseudo-

observations obtained with the 4A/OP radiative transfer

model. We have modelled the sulfate aerosols as layers of

H2O/H2SO4 binary solution droplets with varying tempera-

tures, mixing ratios and size distributions. The optical prop-

erties of these layers are obtained with a Mie code, taking

as inputs the complex refractive indices of H2O/H2SO4 bi-

nary solution with different temperatures and H2SO4 mix-

ing ratios from laboratory measurements and archived in the

GEISA database, and size distribution with different effec-

tive radii and effective number concentrations.

For these layers, we have determined characteristic BT

spectral signatures in the spectral range 700–1200 cm−1, due

to sulfate and bisulfate ions, and molecular undissociated

H2SO4 absorption bands in the TIR. In this spectral region,

a general decreasing BT signature (increasingly negative dif-

ference with respect to a no-aerosols baseline due to the in-

creasing extinction coefficient) is observed. This signature is

dominated by the stronger molecular H2SO4 absorption band

at 1170 cm−1, which is particularly pronounced for realis-

tic tropical UTLS conditions (low temperatures and H2SO4

mixing ratios greater than 60 %). The BT signature can reach

values as high as −5.0 K at 1170 cm−1, for big particles, and

a high number concentration and H2SO4 mixing ratio. These

conditions are typical of a volcanically perturbed UTLS. An-

other important feature that can modulate the shape of the

BT sulfate aerosol signature is the H2SO4 absorption band at

905 cm−1. The extinction of the aerosol layer is found very

weakly sensitive to the temperature of the droplets. The spec-

tral extinction and then the BT signature is, at different ex-

tents, sensitive to the H2SO4 mixing ratio, the effective ra-

dius and number concentration. In general, the effective ra-

dius qualifies as the dominating factor determining the sen-

sitivity of the sulfate aerosol extinction spectra and BT sig-

natures. The main reason for the high sensitivity to the ef-
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Table 4. Total error (%) for the retrieval of the three aerosol parameters: Ne, re and H2SO4 mixing ratio, with different instrumental

configurations (IASI HR refers to the IASI high spectral resolution; IASI BB refers to the IASI broadband features; MODIS BB refers to the

MODIS broadband features; SEVIRI BB refers to the SEVIRI broadband features. See the text for further details). The error is calculated

for typical background (Bg) and volcanic (Volc) conditions.

IASI HR IASI BB MODIS BB SEVIRI BB

Ne re c Ne re c Ne re c Ne re c

Bg > 100 37.1 35.9 > 100 > 100 81.0 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100

Volc 30.4 17.6 10.8 80.2 28.1 11.5 81.6 28.2 19.5 87.5 53.5 32.4

fective radius is the related change in the effective mass of

sulfates, even if a residual sensitivity to the effective radius

is found for simulations at fixed mass. Sulfate aerosol lay-

ers in background conditions (small H2SO4 mixing ratios,

and number concentrations and effective radii) seem not to

be fully characterisable with IASI-like TIR instruments be-

cause of (1) small BT signatures, mainly due to the high sen-

sitivity to the effective radius/mass, and (2) the interference

of the 9.6 µm ozone absorption band, which is superposed

on the main sulfate/bisulfate ion absorption bands. Neverthe-

less, a residual information content is found in these pseudo-

observations (about 1.3 DOF, and > 100, 37.1 and 35.9 % un-

certainties for the retrieval of [Ne, re, c]) in these conditions,

meaning that a constrained retrieval of background sulfate

aerosol properties is still feasible. BT spectral variability in-

duced by the uncertainties on the vertical temperature pro-

file and surface temperature is a further limiting factor for

the observation of chemical and microphysical parameters of

background sulfate aerosol layers in the UTLS. Other inter-

fering species are identified, like sulfur dioxide, carbon diox-

ide, water vapour and ash. While carbon dioxide absorption

bands are of limited concern in this context (stronger impact

for wavenumbers lower than about 750 cm−1), attention must

be paid to the sulfur dioxide absorption signature, which lies

in the region of maximum sulfate BT signature, and the ubiq-

uitous water vapour lines. The ash has a different BT signa-

ture than sulfates and its impact on the TOA radiances has

a comparable magnitude to the volcanically enhanced sul-

fate aerosol layers. At the operational level, these interfering

parameters should be retrieved simultaneously with sulfate

aerosols or constrained with independent data.

From a remote sensing perspective, these analyses show

that broadband features can be identified, like the maximum

extinction at 1170 cm−1 (ME), its ratio with respect to the

minimum extinction at 800 cm−1 (RE1) and the ratio of

the secondary peak at 905 cm−1 with respect to the mini-

mum extinction at 800 cm−1 (RE2). ME is sensitive to the

H2SO4 mixing ratio, effective number concentration and ra-

dius, while RE1 and RE2 are only sensitive to the H2SO4

mixing ratio and the effective radius. While the information

content carried by ME, RE1 and RE2 on the three aerosol pa-

rameters is partially independent for most conditions; (1) in

background conditions, ME is scarcely sensitive to the effec-

tive number concentration, and (2) in volcanically enhanced

conditions, the variability of RE1 and RE2 with respect to

the H2SO4 mixing ratio is very scarce, and the correlation of

their information content is higher for higher H2SO4 mix-

ing ratios. In addition, with this broadband approach, the

three aerosol parameters are hardly retrievable as indepen-

dent quantities and constraints should be given to at least one

parameter. The analysis of the information content of broad-

band features approaches based on IASI (with a limited num-

ber of the full spectral resolution wavenumbers), MODIS and

SEVIRI has shown that they are reasonably well adapted to

characterise chemical and microphysical properties of sulfate

aerosols in volcanic conditions (2.41, 2.11 and 1.48 DOF for

IASI BB, MODIS BB and SEVIRI BB, with uncertainties of

28 (IASI BB) to 53 % (SEVIRI BB) for the effective radius,

11 (IASI BB) to 32 % (SEVIRI BB) for the mixing ratio and

> 80 % for the effective number concentration). Even if these

broadband spectral features are appealing to quantitatively

characterise sulfate aerosols, an important factor for a bet-

ter characterisation is a fine spectral resolution. The benefits

are twofold (1) in a broadband perspective, in order to accu-

rately select spectral micro-windows representing ME, RE1

and RE2 or other equivalent spectral parameters (dedicated

channels not always available in moderate resolution instru-

ments, like MODIS or SEVIRI), and free from water vapour,

sulfur dioxide and ozone interference; (2) in a high-spectral-

resolution spectral fitting perspective, to resolve the concur-

rent spectral absorption features of sulfates present in the

aerosol droplets, and to precisely estimate the interfering pa-

rameters, as the temperature and humidity profile. The anal-

ysis of the information content of high-spectral-resolution

(IASI HR) and broadband feature approaches has shown that

the high resolution is a decisive factor for the characterisa-

tion of background sulfate aerosols (which are not observ-

able with broadband features approaches). In volcanically

enhanced conditions, IASI [Ne, re, c] pseudo-observations,

using the full spectral resolution, have 2.7 DOF, and 30.4,

17.6 and 10.8 % retrieval uncertainties. A further significant

added value is expected from the forthcoming new genera-

tion of satellite TIR instruments, including IASI-NG (New

Generation) that will be launched in the 2020 time frame as

part of the EPS-SG (EUMETSAT Polar System – Second
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Generation, formerly post-EPS) mission (Crevoisier et al.,

2014).

The Supplement related to this article is available online

at doi:10.5194/amt-9-115-2016-supplement.
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